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Abstract

Web applications are interactive programs that are de-
ployed on the world wide web. Their execution is usually
controlled very heavily by user choices and user data. This
makes them vulnerable to abnormal behavior from invalid
inputs as well as security attacks. Thus, web applications
invest heavily in validating user inputs according to defined
constraints on the values. This work focuses on validation
done on the client, which uses two types of technologies;
restrictions in HTML form fields and scripts that check val-
ues. Unfortunately users have the ability to subvert or skip
client-side validation. Bypass testing has been developed to
test the behavior of web applications when client-side val-
idation is skipped. This paper presents results from an in-
dustry case study of bypass testing applied to a project from
Avaya Research Labs, NPP. The paper presents a process
for designing, implementing, automating and developing
bypass tests. The theory of bypass testing had to be adapted
to the unique characteristics of NPP software, which rep-
resented a significant engineering challenge. The 184 tests
that were generated resulted in 63 unique failures, provid-
ing significant experience and numerous lessons learned.
The case study also revealed several difficult problems that
need to be addressed in future research.

1 Testing Web Applications

Web applications are programs that are deployed on the
web and that are highly user interactive [2]. Web appli-
cations are composed of independent software components
that can be written in heterogeneous languages and that can
be distributed across multiple computers and companies.
Diverse techniques and technologies are used to develop
web software components and they are often integrated dy-
namically [7]. They are also normally highly interactive and
their executions are controlled by inputs from users. One re-
sult of this is that web applications are vulnerable to security

attacks that are based on manipulating inputs. The Common
Vulnerability and Exposure (CVE) report of 2003-2004 [12]
claimed that about 40% of security problems are a result of
software faults that allow malicious code to be injected into
the software via inputs. In addition, incorrect user inputs
can cause software to fail. Thus, web inputs must be vali-
dated to avoid data corruption, to avoid unauthorized access
to sensitive information, and to prevent failures [8].

The interfaces to web applications are built with the Hy-
pertext Markup Language (HTML) and can use technolo-
gies such as scripting languages and browser events to re-
spond to users’ actions, validate data, and prevent invalid
data from being submitted. Two problems prevent the inter-
face from blocking all invalid data. First, the user interface
runs on the client inside a browser, allowing users to see
all the validation software. Thus, users can modify HTML
source and the scripts to allow unvalidated data to be sent to
the server [8]. A second problem, which was not addressed
by this research, is based on the stateless nature of the Hy-
per Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP). Users can fool servers
with multiple requests to the server by changing state in-
formation that is kept in the response pages (including hid-
den form fields and cookies). Both of these problems allow
users to submit arbitrary data to the server.

Several technologies have been used to develop web
applications and validate user inputs. Some technologies
run on the client, including constraints that can be defined
in HTML and scripting languages that browsers interpret
(such as Javascript). Server-side validation is usually im-
plemented with programming languages and often use re-
sources such as databases and built-in libraries.

A previous paper [8] proposed the idea of bypass testing
to provide invalid inputs directly to the server. This paper
presents results from an industrial case study applying by-
pass testing to a web application built at Avaya Research
Labs, NPP.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
the concepts in bypass testing. Section 3 describes the web
application (NPP) that was used in the case study. Sec-
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tion 4 discusses how bypass testing was applied to the NPP
project, emphasizing the numerous difficult problems that
emerged from the experience, including multiple instances
where the theory had to be adapted to the unique implemen-
tation style used by NPP. Section 5 presents results from the
testing and Section 6 presents conclusions and some areas
for future research.

2 Bypass Testing

The flow of control through web applications depends
on user inputs and interactions, so input validation is com-
monly used to validate data before submitting them to the
server. Though several techniques can be used to validate
inputs on the client, users on the web have the ability to
bypass this validation and submit invalid data to the server.
This can cause unexpected behavior, and even allow unau-
thorized access. Bypass testing is a technique that sends
invalid data to the server by bypassing client-side validation
[8, 9]

Validation on clients use three mechanisms to constrain
data that is transmitted to the server. First, HTML form field
elements use rules defined in the HTML language specifi-
cation [11] to constrain inputs to be from a predefined finite
set of values (for example, through radio buttons, drop down
menus, and checkboxes). Second, the attributes on HTML
form elements can be used to impose restrictions such as
the length of strings. Finally, client-side scripting can be
used to evaluate the format of value of fields and ensure re-
quired fields have values. Bypass testing determines what
constraints are being used on the client, then creates values
intentionally to violate those constraints.

The specific type of violations are presented in detail
in the previous paper [8], and fall into two categories.
HTML validation violations are applied to constraints on
the HTML form field elements and their attributes. Strings
that exceed the maximum length constraint are submitted;
values that are not in the predefined set of values are sub-
mitted; the HTTP transfer method (GET, POST, etc.) is
changed; URLs that appear in buttons and navigation links
are changed; and field elements in forms are omitted, added,
and modified. Scripting rule violations are applied to con-
straints imposed by the client scripts. The scripts are ana-
lyzed and values that fail the input checking are submitted.

Bypass testing has been realized in an automated tool
called AutoBypass [10]. AutoBypass is a web application
that accepts a URL to another web application under test
(the subject) and automatically generates test cases based
on the subject’s HTML form fields. AutoBypass has found
failures in numerous commercial web applications. How-
ever, for reasons detailed in the next section, AutoBypass
could not be used with the NPP application.

3 Overview of Avaya’s NPP Technology

NPP is a notification preferences portal that allows users
to specify how and when they wish to be contacted by com-
munication services. Users use the NPP web application to
specify preferences for types of contact; including phone,
email or SMS; and timing of contacts and ordering of con-
tacts, for example, parallel or sequential contact. The pref-
erences created through NPP are used by services that notify
the users of events, collect the users’ responses to events, or
gather users together in active communication sessions to
address events.

The version of NPP used in this study is a part of a re-
search project, earlier versions of the portal have more than
2000 internal Avaya users. The version used in this study is
part of a major revision. Avaya’s research division com-
monly develops prototype products to try new ideas and
technologies. If they are deemed successful, the prototype
is sent to a production department for further refinement and
eventual deployment. The version of NPP used in this study
was going into beta (user) testing within the research divi-
sion and had already been unit tested. This effort was part
of system testing. Since this study, NPP has been sent to the
production department.

NPP is a heavily interactive program that uses HTML
as the user interface, and this paper emphasizes this fact by
using the term screen instead of page. NPP screens make
heavy use of Javascript. The NPP screens use Javascript for
three activities on the client’s computer:

1. Validating inputs.

2. Responding to user events and dynamically modifying
the screen by manipulating the document object model
(DOM) to add, remove, and modify input fields and
other selection elements. From the user’s perspective,
the input fields and buttons on the screen are changed
dynamically without the form being submitted to the
server. For example, the user may choose a “telephone
contact” from a dropdown menu, and a field for enter-
ing a telephone number appears on-screen.

3. Encoding some input data into XML messages, which
are then sent to the server. In most web applications,
the user data from the client are sent as part of the
HTTP request and accessed on the server by retriev-
ing pairs of variables and values. The NPP system uses
the unusual approach of encoding input data into XML
messages on the client, then submitting the XML mes-
sages. Javascript is used to encode the data into XML.

Javascript is commonly used to validate inputs (activ-
ity 1) and respond to user events. Most web applications
use Javascript to make small, minor, changes to the DOM.
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Using Javascript to make substantial modifications to the
DOM (activity 2) creates problems for the tester. It is more
challenging to analyze the effects, it is harder to implement
the Javascript correctly, and it is more complicated to avoid
browser compatibility problems.

Javascript is commonly used in this way to off-load exe-
cution overhead from servers to clients.

The third use of Javascript, to encode the input data into
XML messages, is less common. The authors have not seen
this use of Javascript in other applications. NPP uses XML
messages to encode objects that have a hierarchical struc-
ture. The XML is self-documenting with respect to the hi-
erarchical structure of the objects. The XML, as well as its
interpretation, are stored by NPP to simplify object main-
tenance. The developers concluded that implementing and
maintaining the hierarchical structures in HTTP attribute-
value pairs would be more difficult. Using Javascript to
pack data into XML introduces extra burden on both client
and server, but it simplifies the software on the server that
validates and parses the data. This approach can be viewed
as an early step towards creating sophisticated web inter-
faces using web services, which encode all messages in
XML (wrapped in SOAP).

Taken together, the use of Javascript to modify the DOM
and encode the data created difficult problems for applying
bypass testing, and necessitated making significant adapta-
tions to the way bypass testing is applied. Bypass testing
could not be applied as originally developed, because once
Javascript was turned off, the DOM modifications and data
packing did not work. Section 4 discusses how bypass test-
ing was adapted to this application.

4 Applying Bypass Testing to NPP

The technique of sending data to the server as XML mes-
sages imposes special constraints on the automation of NPP
tests. For example, the commonly used test automation
frameworks of HttpUnit [4, 5] and HtmlUnit [1] could
not be used to automate the test scripts, so Selenium [6]
was used for initial ad-hoc tests. An important bypass test-
ing goal is to avoid the Javascript that performs client-side
error checking. Because of the unique characteristics of
the NPP software, this was carried further. The solution
for automating the NPP tests was to completely ignore the
NPP screens1 and directly create XML messages and sub-
mit them to the server. The difficulty of this approach was
determining the syntax of the XML messages. Schemas
were not initially available, so the syntax was analyzed by
hand (although schemas were later found after test genera-
tion was complete). Having the schemas makes test genera-
tion simpler. An advantage of this approach is that the tests,

1Instead of calling these “HTML pages,” this paper uses the term
“screens” to emphasize that they are part of a user interface.

once designed and constructed, are easy to automate. This
allowed the simple tool of HtmlUnit to be used to submit
the XML messages. Similarly, this approach can be adapted
to test web services that provide an XML schema in their
Web Service Definition Language (WSDL) [3] specifica-
tions. This is an interesting area for future work.

4.1 HtmlUnit Bypass Tests

HtmlUnit is a way to simulate a browser for testing
purposes and is intended to be used within another test-
ing framework such as JUnit. Programs can interact with
web applications at a high level by dealing with documents
instead of requests and responses. An HtmlUnit test is a
Java class that inherits from the HtmlUnit abstract class
TestCase. Each class includes one or more test cases, plus
class variables that are common to all tests and methods that
help setup and run tests. The tests that were created by this
project include several elements as standard:

• Variables userID and password : Strings to log
into the application.

• Method setUp() : Retrieve a login form from the
application and log in.

• Methods testPC##() : Each test is implemented in
a separate method that starts with the string “testPC”
and includes the test case number.

• Method TestSuite() : Uses the JUnit standard
method TestSuite() to collect all methods in the
class whose names start with the string “test” and cre-
ate a test suite. These tests are then run automatically
by JUnit.

Test case values are initially written as XML doc-
uments, then converted to HtmlUnit tests by a small
Java program. Six NPP screens were tested with
this method: PointsOfContactTestCase, TimeProfileTest-
Case, NotificationProfileTestCase, NotificationFilterTest-
Case, ChangePinTestCase, and CreateAccountTestCase.

5 Results

The six screens were tested with 184 tests, 92 of which
resulted in failure. Some failures were found by several
tests, so only 63 of these failures were unique. The num-
bers are summarized in Table 1 and detailed descriptions
follow. Some tests revealed more than one failure; these are
not included in the summary but are noted in the detailed
descriptions.

An unusual aspect of bypass testing is that invalid val-
ues are sent to the application and exceptional outputs are
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Table 1. Summary of results from testing the six screens
Web Screen Tests Failing Tests Unique Failures

Points of Contact 42 23 12
Time Profile 53 23 23
Notification Profile 34 12 6
Notification Filter 26 16 7
Change Pin 5 1 1
Create Account 24 17 14
TOTAL 184 92 63

expected. Thus, receiving a success indication, as in the
normal case, is probably incorrect. True failures can in-
clude exception reports that should not be shown to the
user, storing invalid data on the server, and security access
violations. Server responses to invalid data can be catego-
rized into three types: valid responses, faults and failures,
and exposures. Valid responses occur when invalid inputs
are adequately processed by the server. A valid response
may be an error message or a request to modify the input
data. Faults and failures include invalid inputs that cause
abnormal server behavior. The server’s automatic error han-
dling mechanisms should catch these errors. Exposures oc-
cur when invalid input is not recognized by the server and
abnormal software behavior is exposed to the users. The
consequences of exposures can range from annoying (a us-
ability problem), to confusing (a worse usability problem),
to providing malicious users with information that can be
used to compromise the system (a security problem).

Because expected server responses to invalid inputs are
often not defined, expected output is usually not defined.
Instead, the responses must be evaluated by using semantic
domain knowledge to decide if the application handled the
invalid inputs appropriately. In this study, the server state
was not checked, so all failures are identified from the re-
sponse screens.

5.1 Test Results for Points of Contact Screen

The Points of Contact screen allows users to enter and
maintain information about their device contacts. The infor-
mation includes the type of contact; including phone, email
or SMS; and the address for making the contact. The screen
provides functions to create, modify, view, delete and test
the contacts.

Bypass testing resulted in the generation of 42 tests, of
which 23 failed. Twelve of these represent unique failures
and are detailed in Table 2. Failures 2 and 3 were found by
multiple test cases, as indicated in the Tests column. Many
of the failures appeared to result in invalid data being saved
into the database, which would lead to problems later in the
use of the software. The term “appeared to” is used because

the database was not always checked. Some of the tests
were spot-checked by subsequently retrieving information
from the database, which found that, in all cases checked,
the invalid data were saved.

5.2 Test Results for Time Profile Screen

The Time Profile screen allows users to specify time pro-
files for later use in controlling when contacts are made.
A time profile is a set of time intervals that can be speci-
fied directly or by logical operations on previously specified
time profiles. For example, users can specify their business
hours, non-working hours (the negation of business hours),
and holidays. The screen provides functions to create, mod-
ify, view, and delete the time profiles. It also provides a
visualization function so users can view the schedule that
results from a time profile.

Bypass testing resulted in the generation of 53 tests, of
which 23 failed. All 23 failures were found by one test
apiece, as detailed in Table 3. Most of the input fields to
Time Profile take values that should be in a specific range
(valid day of the week, a valid hour or minute, etc.), and
most of the failures represent data out of the range that was
saved. The last failure listed was the most serious–a run-
time exception and software was non-responsive after this
failure. All subsequent tests (tests 35 through 53) resulted
in the same failure.

5.3 Test Results for Notification Profile Screen

The Notification Profile screen allows users to specify
one or more preference profiles for how they are contacted.
Users specify the device contacts to be used, whether con-
tact is made immediately or after a delay, and the time pro-
file during which contact should be made or delay inter-
vals should be calculated. Each preference profile is given
a name. For example, users can specify an emergency pro-
file that contacts them by office phone, cell phone and email
in parallel. They can specify an urgent profile that contacts
them by email, and then by office phone if no response is
received in 30 minutes during business hours. The screen
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Table 2. Description of failures for Points of Contact screen
# Description Tests

1 A blank contact name should be invalid, but was saved successfully. testPC1
2 A blank email address should be invalid, but it was saved. testPC11, testPC12,

testPC13, testPC14,
testPC23, testPC24,
testPC25

3 An invalid email address such as wqxiang@2001@gmail.com was saved as valid
data.

testPC7, testPC8, testPC9,
testPC10, testPC21,
testPC22

4 For a voice type contact, 1234567c890 was saved as a valid phone number. testPC32
5 For a voice type contact, wqxiang2001@gmail.com was saved as a valid phone

number.
testPC31

6 When entering a blank name as contact, the server does not return an error mes-
sage or a correct message (no message at all).

testPC34

7 When entering a contact with the full name value as “”, the server does not return
an error message or a correct message (no message at all).

testPC36

8 When entering a contact and setting the old name value to be an invalid name
(“Con,tact”), the server indicates the test message was successfully sent to the
contact.

testPC35

9 When entering a contact and setting the full name value to be an invalid name, the
server indicates that the test message was successfully sent to the contact.

testPC37

10 When deleting a correct contact, the server returns the message “An error occurred
while deleting contact “EmailContact1,””

testPC38

11 When entering a contact and setting the old name value to be “”, the server does
not return an error message or a correct message (no message at all).

testPC39

12 When deleting a contact and setting the full name value to be an invalid full name,
the server does not return an error message or a correct message (no message at
all).

testPC41

provides functions to create, modify, view and delete the
notification profiles. It also provides a function for desig-
nating one of the profiles as the user’s default for when no
profile is selected by the notification filters.

Bypass testing resulted in the generation of 34 tests, of
which 12 failed. Six of these represent unique failures.
These failures are detailed in Table 4. All failures were
found by one test apiece. All but one of the failures ap-
peared to result in invalid data being saved into the database.
Again, one failure involved the system not returning a mes-
sage.

5.4 Test Results for Notification Filter Screen

The Notification Filter screen allows users to specify one
or more filter rules for choosing a notification profile based
on characteristics of the communication service that wishes
to contact the user. Users specify a logical combination
of the name, sender or subject of a communication ser-
vice and associate it with a notification profile in each filter
rule. Users also specify the order in which filters are eval-

uated when matching a service request with a user profile.
The first matching filter selects the profile for contacting the
user. The screen provides functions to create, modify, view,
delete, order, activate and deactivate notification filters.

Bypass testing resulted in the generation of 26 tests, of
which 16 failed. Seven of these represent unique failures.
These failures are detailed in Table 5. Failures 2, 3, 4 and 5
were found by multiple test cases, as indicated in the Tests
column. Again, most of the failures appeared to result in
invalid (usually blank) data being saved into the database.
Two failures involved the system not returning a message,
so what happened internally on the server is not known. By-
pass testing is a black-box technique, so in these cases the
tester needs to report the anomaly to the developers to diag-
nose.

5.5 Test Results for Change Pin Screen

The Change Pin screen allows users to change the pass-
word to authenticate for NPP access.

Bypass testing resulted in the generation of 5 tests, and
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Table 3. Description of failures for Time Profile screen
# Description Tests

1 A profile name that starts with the character “.” should be invalid, but was saved success-
fully.

testNP6

2 A profile name that contains the greater-than character “>” should be invalid, but was saved
successfully.

testNP7

3 Min of TimeZone should be a positive number, but a string “aa” was saved successfully. testNP12
4 Min of TimeZone should be a positive number less than 60, but the number 100 was saved

successfully.
testNP13

5 Start day of Time Intervals should be a valid day of the week (one of the strings “Mon-
day,” “Tuesday,” ..., “Sunday”), but the string “ssss” was saved successfully.

testNP14

6 Start day of Time Intervals should be a valid day of the week (one of the strings “Mon-
day,” “Tuesday,” ..., “Sunday”), but a blank string was saved successfully.

testNP15

7 Start day of Time Intervals should be a valid day of the week (one of the strings “Mon-
day,” “Tuesday,” ..., “Sunday”), but a number was saved successfully.

testNP16

8 Start hour of Time Intervals should be a number between 0 and 23, but the number 60
was saved successfully.

testNP17

9 Start hour of Time Intervals should be a number between 0 and 23, but a blank string
was saved successfully.

testNP18

10 Start hour of Time Intervals should be a number between 0 and 23, but the string “tttttt”
was saved successfully.

testNP19

11 Start minute of Time Intervals should be a number between 0 and 59, but the number−1
was saved successfully.

testNP20

12 Start minute of Time Intervals should be a number between 0 and 59, but a blank string
was saved successfully.

testNP22

13 Start minute of Time Intervals should be a number between 0 and 59, but the string “ttttt”
was saved successfully.

testNP23

14 End day of Time Intervals should be a valid day of the week (one of the strings “Monday,”
“Tuesday,” ..., “Sunday”), but the string “ssss” was saved successfully.

testNP24

15 End day of Time Intervals should be a valid day of the week (one of the strings “Monday,”
“Tuesday,” ..., “Sunday”), but a blank string was saved successfully.

testNP25

16 End day of Time Intervals should be a valid day of the week (one of the strings “Monday,”
“Tuesday,” ..., “Sunday”), but a number was saved successfully.

testNP26

17 End minute of Time Intervals should be a number between 0 and 59, but the number −1
was saved successfully.

testNP27

18 End minute of Time Intervals should be a number between 0 and 59, but a blank string
was saved successfully.

testNP29

19 End minute of Time Intervals should be a number between 0 and 59, but the string “ttttt”
was saved successfully.

testNP23

20 End hour of Time Intervals should be a number between 0 and 23, but the number 60 was
saved successfully.

testNP31

21 End hour of Time Intervals should be a number between 0 and 23, but a blank string was
saved successfully.

testNP32

22 End hour of Time Intervals should be a number between 0 and 23, but the string “tttttt”
was saved successfully.

testNP33

23 Test case testNP34 returned a testNP34
com.gargoylesoftware.htmlunit.javascript.StrictErrorReporter error.
Further accesses to the Time Profile web page resulted in the page not being displayed
correctly.
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Table 4. Description of failures for Notification Profile screen
# Description Tests
1 A blank profile name should be invalid, but was saved successfully. testNP2
2 A profile name that starts with a period “.” should be invalid, but was saved

successfully.
testNP6

3 A profile name that contains the greater-than character “>” should be invalid, but
was saved successfully.

testNP7

4 The days field for Initial Notification should be 0 or positive; a negative number
“-1” should be invalid, but was saved successfully.

testNP11

5 The days field for Reminder should be 0 or positive; a negative number “-1”
should be invalid, but was saved successfully.

testNP25

6 When creating a notification profile and setting invalid data for Reminder, the
server does not return an error message or a correct message (no message at all).

testNP26

Table 5. Description of failures for Notification Filter screen
# Description Tests
1 A blank filter name should be invalid, but was saved successfully. testNF2
2 A blank application name was saved. testNF3, testNF4, testNF5, testNF6,

testNF7, testNF8
3 A blank application keyword was saved. testNF3, testNF4, testNF5, testNF6,

testNF9, testNF12
4 For filter rules, a blank type was saved. testNF3, testNF4, testNF5,

testNF6, testNF7, testNF8, testNF9,
testNF10, testNF12, testNF13

5 For filter rules, a blank subject was saved. testNF14, testNF17, testNF20
6 When deleting a filter and setting the old name to be “”, the server does

not return an error message or a correct message (no message at all).
testNF24

7 When deleting a correct filter, the server does not return an error message
or a correct message (no message at all).

testNF25

Table 6. Description of failures for Change Pin screen
# Description Tests
1 The length of password can be longer than the stated limit of 16. testCP5
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only 1 failure was found. The failure allowed a password
that was too long to be saved (more than 16 characters).
This effectively blocked future access to the account be-
cause users are not able to enter a valid password in login
screens that only allow up to 16 characters.

5.6 Test Results for Create Account Screen

The Create Account screen allows administrators to cre-
ate new user accounts.

Bypass testing resulted in the generation of 24 tests, of
which 17 failed. Fourteen of these represent unique failures,
as detailed in Table 7. Failure 11 was found by multiple test
cases.

Most of the failures appeared to result in invalid data be-
ing saved into the database. Most of the invalid data con-
tained non-alphanumeric characters or incorrectly format-
ted strings (for example, two “@” symbols in an email ad-
dress).

5.7 Discussion

The majority of the failures involved invalid data that
was submitted to the server to save in the database and the
server did not respond with any sort of error message. Al-
though the database was not checked directly, some of the
submissions were “spot-checked” by following up the ini-
tial test with subsequent retrievals from the database. In
all cases checked (about a dozen) the invalid data had been
saved.

This is a particularly insidious kind of error because the
true effects of the invalid data cannot be known at testing
time. It’s only when that data is later accessed that the
users realize a problem has occurred. This type of long-
term database corruption could well be a significant attack
vector of the future.

Several tests resulted in no response being returned by
the server. This behavior is difficult to categorize by the
tester during black-box testing, but for most of these tests,
server-side analysis revealed that either the database, the
web server, or both had crashed.

One of the most interesting failures was on the Change
Pin screen when a too-long password was saved. This ef-
fectively blocked access to the account because length was
correctly checked on the server on log in.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

The results from this case study are very positive. Bypass
testing was able to reveal numerous problems, indicating it
can be a very effective testing technique on real software.
Although everything was done by hand in this case study,
it is still a cheap testing technique. This is due to the fact

that only the portions of the web applications that appear
on the client need to be analyzed (HTML and Javascript).
Of course, future uses of bypass testing should use an au-
tomated tool to analyze the client-side software and create
(most of) the test values.

Many of the problems that were found were probably
fairly minor and would seldom lead to catastrophic fail-
ure. Moreover, the client-side data validation would nor-
mally block most of the problematic data from normal
users. But even when malicious intent is not considered,
future changes to software, both on the client and on the
server, could lead to these problems being more impor-
tant. Javascript (which encodes most of the input data con-
straints), is notoriously difficult to get right and even harder
to change.

An interesting, but not uncommon, result of the testing
was that the developer was somewhat defensive about the
problems found. Many problems were dismissed as being
not important, and impossible to occur in actual usage. By-
passing the validation of the user interface with invalid data
will only affect the authenticated user who committed the
subterfuge, and would not affect other user accounts. This
attitude is, of course, quite common in the industry and pos-
sibly even pervasive. It is possibly the single biggest obsta-
cle to industry adoption of high end testing techniques.

Several new problems were identified as possibilities for
future research. Almost all web application testing research
mentions the problems of knowing whether the back-end
data store was corrupted. This is a difficult problem, partic-
ularly for black-box technique like bypass testing.

An obvious need from this project is to be able to parse
and analyze Javascript fully. This is necessary to automated
test value generation fully for bypass testing. The biggest
challenge with testing Avaya’s software was understand-
ing how the DOM was manipulated on the client by the
Javascript. Incorporating this kind of functionality into by-
pass testing requires the ability to parse the Javascript as
well as the ability to keep track of effects on the DOM
within the test value generation process.

A recent technology used by web applications is Asyn-
chronous Javascript and XML (Ajax). Ajax allows a web
page on the client to interact with the server without the
user explicitly submitting the form. For example, when a
user clicks a button on a questionnaire form, Ajax can be
used to retrieve the current summary of the data2. Thus, the
web page uses Javascript to communicate XML messages to
the server asynchronously (without user request). Although
Avaya’s software did not use Ajax, its use of Javascript
was very similar. Ajax is very difficult to test because how
the client-side processing works is not obvious, and under-
standing the server-side implications is even more difficult.

This paper represents a rewarding industry-academic co-

2This particular example comes from cnn.com.
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Table 7. Description of failures for Create Account screen
# Description Tests

1 A blank employeenumber should be invalid, but was saved successfully. testCA4
2 A blank Common Name(s) should be invalid, but was saved successfully. testCA7
3 The invalid telephone number “telephonenumber121,tact” was saved successfully. testCA8
4 The invalid mobile number “mobile1,tact” was saved successfully. testCA9
5 The invalid fax number “1,tact” was saved successfully. testCA10
6 The invalid email address testCA11

“wqxiang!@#$%*ˆ%(*)ˆ2010@gmail.com”
was saved successfully.

7 The invalid title testCA12
“title InvalidW!!!!˜))((**ˆˆ%%$$##@@!>?ffsfsd*(_@$*)
#_@$()#@$WERIOPWER_)@#$_* ##)*#@_($*(#@_*$_"/>”
was saved successfully.

8 The invalid Manager name testCA13
“manager InvalidW!!!!˜))((** ˆˆ%%$$##@@!>?ffsfsd*(_@$*)
#_@$()#@$WERIOPWER_)@#$_* ##)*#@_($*(#@_*$_”
was saved successfully.

9 The invalid Department number testCA14
“Departmentnumber InvalidW!!!!˜))((**ˆˆ%%$$##@@!>?ffsfsd

*(_@$*)#_@$()#@$WERIOPWER_)@#$_* ##)*#@_($*(#@_*$_”
was saved successfully.

10 The invalid Organization name testCA15
“Organization InvalidW!!!!˜))((**ˆˆ%%$$##@@!>?ffs fsd*
(_@$*)#_@$()#@$WERIOPWER_)@#$_* ##)*#@_($*(#@_*$_”
was saved successfully.

11 Invalid values for Room number, Street, City, State and Postal Code were saved
successfully.

testCA16, testCA17,
testCA18, testCA19,
testCA20, testCA21

12 The name of an application should be “Sample” or “information,” but a blank
application name was saved successfully.

testCA22

13 The name of an applications should be “Sample” or “information,” but the string
“aba@#* ” was saved successfully.

testCA23

14 The property for Has Applications should be “true” or “false,” but a blank string
was saved successfully.

testCA24

operative venture. By introducing new ideas from aca-
demics into companies through their research arms, the
pace of technology transition can be increased. Likewise,
the challenges arising from applying research results in in-
dustry can lead to new insights and avenues for further re-
search.
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